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Source: Amazon Best Bluetooth Speakers Under $50 Android Central 2020 Nothing makes the party better than some music, and nothing makes playing music easier than a Bluetooth speaker, especially when more phone manufacturers leave a 3.5mm headphone jack. Fortunately, you don't have to spend the fortunes getting the best
Bluetooth speaker for your needs, especially with fantastic options like the Anker Soundcore Flare Mini getting the party rolling. Source: Amazon Anker certainly knows its way around smartphone accessories, and the same can be said of The Soundcore Flare Mini. This 360-degree speaker is to talk about the night with its unique design
and bottom-mounted halo LEDs. These LEDs keep pace as they pulse and glow in the rhythm of whatever music plays. The added IPX7 rating also keeps your Flared Mini safe from random splashes. Anker also allowed the pairing of two Flare Mini's to create a stereo-sound situation. The downside is that you have to keep an eye on the
battery, as the Flare Mini is rated in just 12 hours. In addition, you won't be able to use the headphone jack to connect your phone because the port isn't available. 360-degree sound LED pulse with music IPX7 Waterproof Connect two speakers stereo sound for 12 hours battery life Bluetooth 4.2 No assist port Ideal for parties, home, and
somewhere else Flare Mini offers an attractive 360-degree design with rhythmic flashing LED and waterresic. Source: Sony If portability and budget are the names of the game, then SRS-XB01 Sony is a fantastic choice. This speaker packs such an impressive punch that it's hard to believe the sound comes from such a small package.
XB01's EXTRA BASS tagline keeps true punchy lows that, with six hours of battery life, allows you to listen to your favorite songs with plenty of bass for a long time. Sony also includes a strap that can be connected at the bottom of the speaker if you want to throw it over your shoulder or attach it to the bag. On the downside, the SRSXB01 does not have a ton of additional features. There's no special app, which means you'll need to turn to your smartphone or tablet's built-in audio tools if you want to adjust EQ levels. The micro-USB charging port also feels a bit dated these days, but these are often the sacrifices you have to make to hit at such a low price. Ultraportable IPX5 water resistance Six hours battery life Add extra speaker stereo sound Outdated Micro-USB charging port No application integration Big Punch small package SRS-XB01 is an awkward name, but you remember it when you hear it for the first time. Source: Anker When it comes to listening to your music or podcasts, you
want to be able to hear them wherever you are. This is where a speaker like Soundcore Motion Q comes your 360 degree sound. Cylindrical design, with two drivers and 16 watts of power, make an impressive package. As for battery life, you look at about 10 hours, which should be long enough for pool parties and the like. Plus, there's a
built-in microphone to access your voice assistant option. Of course, you can also pair two Motion Qs wirelessly with stereo 360-degree audio, and each speaker is feather-light with just 14.4 ounces. 360-degree sound 16W power double full-range drivers IPX7 waterproof Stereo pairing Built-in microphone Only 10 hours battery life
Charges over Micro-USB Listen everything everywhere It's important to hear your music and Soundcore Motion Q ensures that your all-inclusive cylindrical design. Source: Amazon It may not be a special speaker, but it's a popular choice. The latest General Echo Dot gives users a lot to talk about, while still have the ability to show off a
bit when guests come over. In addition to pairing via Bluetooth, you can use a 3.5mm help plug or even pair with other devices via Wi-Fi. With Alexa built-in, you can control your smart home with ease, or get an answer to that question that is nagging your friend during the party. Of course, the sound is not the largest, but you can pair it
with another Echo Dot stereo sound or another Bluetooth speaker. Another big downside here is that the Echo Dot isn't exactly portable because you have to keep it connected all the time. It may be a bit frustrating, but it shouldn't be all that surprising given its lack of waterresistance. Amazon Alexa's built-in Pair with another Echo Dot
stereo sound 3.5mm headphone jack included must always be connected To Not waterproof sound could be better for Impress your friends and checking your smart home echo dot may not be the first speaker to be recalled, but it should come close to your Alexa integration. Source: Android Central As you look at the different Bluetooth
speakers to consider, many of them have the same old design: cylinders that pump music at different speeds, shapes and sizes. OontZ Angle 3 Ultra makes it with its unique triangular design so you can cover as much of the area as possible. Oontz also includes an IPX6 rating for splash-resistance, but we wouldn't recommend taking the
Angle 3 Ultra dive. But the most important benefit for this speaker is the 100-foot range, which allows you to keep your phone with you, not with the speaker. While this 100-foot range is awesome, you can still get stuck past the Micro-USB charging port. OontZ Angle 3 Ultra is also a little harder to thank some of the other speakers on this
list, so you don't want to do it when you go hiking. 100-foot Bluetooth range IPX6 Splashproof 20-hour battery life Unique design Micro-USB charging 4.2 Harder than other options Forget leaving your phone behind other than a unique triangular design, the biggest benefit of Angle 3 Ultra is the 100-foot range. Source: Anker There is
nothing wrong with a Bluetooth speaker that doesn't have a bunch of extra friddd at or design that makes it stand out from the crowd. Sometimes a great Bluetooth speaker is just your mill option. This brings us to Anker Soundcore 2, which does not have any essential features to wow you. This speaker, however, does not offer a 24-hour
battery life, which is one of the drivers on this list, along with IPX7 waterproofing and Bluetooth 5.0. Take it all with 12 watts of power, and you have a tried-and-true speaker that works in any situation. You can just keep the cloth close after the party is out because Soundcore 2 is a fingerprint magnet. In addition, you probably won't want to
play it at max volume when the sound gets a little distorted. 12W audio 24 hours battery life Bluetooth 5.0 IPX7 waterproof sound can be distorted when played aloud Attracts fingerprints This one goes to the days soundcore 2 is awesome for those who want long battery life and some waterress. Do not play it with max volume. It may be
difficult choosing the best Bluetooth speaker, but the Anker Soundcore Flare Mini comes close. This speaker offers a decent battery life, 360-degree sound and some awesome LEDs that flash with music. Plus, you can pair it with another Flare Mini for a stereo sound setup that is ideal for any party or situation. Just don't expect to have all
the latest features because it comes with a MicroUSB charging port and just Bluetooth 4.2. Nonetheless, the Flare Mini is able to handle anything you throw it in, and then some. Authors - the team that worked on this guide Andrew Myrick is a regular freelancer at Android Central and iMore. He has been a tech enthusiast ever since the
original iPhone was released and continues to flip-flop between devices. You might as well combine him with a cup of coffee on a drip so he can live through the day. If you have any questions, you will find it on Twitter, and he'll get back to you. Hayato Huseman is a recovering trade show addict and video editor of Android Central based
out of Indianapolis. He can mostly be found complaining cold and appealing about prog metal on Twitter at @hayatohuseman. Do you have a clue or an investigation? Throw him hayato.huseman@futurenet.com. We can earn a commission on purchases using our links. Additional information. The best Bluetooth Speakers for Android
Central 2020 Summer's are the perfect time to buy a Bluetooth speaker, so you can blast your favorite music while you're swimming in the pool or through a camping trip with friends. Compatible with virtually any device that is known to ensure that Bluetooth speakers as long as your phone, tablet or laptop is around, the music is loud! Our
favorite is ultimate ears wonderboom 2 due to its small form factor and its water and dust resistance, but there are many other options. Ultimate Eras speakers don't have to be expensive to be good. Wonderboom 2 gets shockingly loud in its size and sounds wonderfully in almost every type of music, from pop to rock to hip hop to jazz.
Like Megaboom 3, Wonderboom 2 has a one-way sound, making it great for parties. It also comes in several flashy colors, such as megaboom 3, and you can tie it up with another speaker - although it's only another Wonderboom 2 speaker. It's also IP67 certified, which means it's resistant to dust and plunged - in fact, party photos you'll
find online wonderboom 2 feature speaker floating pools. As a bonus, the Wonderboom 2 is durable, rated to withstand drops of up to 5 feet, and lasts up to 13 hours between each fee. Not bad for a speaker this big. Fantastic audio with its size IP67 water and dust resistance Affordable Good battery life Micro-USB charging Distorts a bit
of max volume No Party Up feature Large speaker small package. The Wonderboom 2 is waterproof, durable and super compact, with great audio and a wide range of colors. There's not much to complain about with Soundcore 2. Part of the price of other Bluetooth speakers is Anker's latest packaging for solid sound and an all-day
battery life for a small, durable chassis. Soundcore 2 is waterproof and rated to last a full 24 hours – of course, you hope Anker's all brands will be able to offer good battery life. Unfortunately, Soundcore 2 is significantly short of bass, which can have a big impact on certain genres of music, and it's a little quiet compared to other speakers
on this list. Still, the price of this commands, it's a big small speaker available in some color options, and you can even buy more than one and pair them with surround sound audio. IPX7 Waterproof Stereo Pairing With Other Soundcores Fantastic Battery Life Very Affordable Speaker None Bass Not As Loud as Other Speakers Small and
Affordable. Soundcore 2 is a small speaker with waterresistance and long battery life. It's a bit quiet and lacking bass, but it's a lot, though. The Tribit XSound Go is another low-cost speaker with long-lasting battery life and IPX7 water resistance. It's not the most impressive sound, lacking bass and high-end clarity, but it's certainly better
than what any phone speaker can put out. You can get 24 hours of battery life on XSound and an impressive range of up to 66 feet. The speaker has a ribbon socket that attaches it to any bag or hangs it up from a tree branch and rubber. the headphone jack and micro-USB charging port. If you have a tight budget, it's hard to go wrong
with XSound Go. All day battery life IPX7 water and dust resistance Extremely affordable Lanyard slot for easy transport None sound quality Is not very loud So alphanumerist as you can ask for a capable Bluetooth speaker. The Tribit XSound Go is affordable, waterproof, and lasts all day without breaking a sweat. The XB12 is a relatively
new Sony Bluetooth speaker with a soft-touch rubber body that is both waterproof and capable of beating. It fits the palm of the hand, and becomes surprisingly loud and clean, even with reasonably balanced bass despite its low stature. Like most other speakers on this list, the XB12 uses Micro-USB to charge and comes in small eyecatching colors with matching wrist/strap straps. It lasts up to 16 hours for a fee, although it takes several hours to reach full charge. With solid build quality and rugged exterior, there's a lot to love about the XB12 at competitive prices. Surprisingly loud, crisp audio Long battery life Small, portable form factor IPX7 water and dust resistance
Micro-USB, non USB-C Charges slowly Small Speaker Packing powerful punch. The XB12 fits the palm of the hand, and is water, dust and impact resistant, and is available in several bold colors. If The SoundLink Revolve+ is out of your price range, the Micro is a smaller speaker at about half the price, which is both water-resistant and
impact-resistant. It comes in some interesting colors and offers a clean, undistorted sound with a solid volume - although small size means it's a bit short of bass. SoundLink Micro's most important drawback is its battery life. In just 6 hours, it's far from the longest lasting speaker we've seen, but your neighbors will probably appreciate the
hard line of loud music. SoundLink Micro also has built-in microphones that allow you to make calls and even talk to Google Assistant or Siri when connected to your phone. Built-in microphone voice assistants Small, portable design IPX7 waterresmani value Poor sound quality Poor battery life None bass Built-in microphone for calls and
voice assistance. SoundLink Micro is ultra-portable and features microphone calls and Google Assistant. For portable Bluetooth speakers, you'll need to consider some product features, including battery life, sound quality, and element durability. Portability means you want to take places that can be dangerous to electronics, so you want
the speaker that's built to take it with you. There is no shortage of Bluetooth speakers to choose from, but if I buy one, I would go to Ultimate Ears Wonderboom 2. Although there are more specialized options that prioritize things With longer battery life or better sound, wonderboom 3 is the most well rounded speaker, providing a good,
punchy sound, water resistance, decent long battery life, and a small form factor. Authors - the team who worked on this guide Hayato Huseman is managing editor of Android Central. As he writes this, a mountain of old Android phones is about to fall on his head, but his Great Dane protects him. He drinks too much coffee and sleeps too
little. He wonders if there's a connection. Daniel Bader is the managing editor of Android Central. As he writes this, a mountain of old Android phones is about to fall on his head, but his Great Dane protects him. He drinks too much coffee and sleeps too little. He wonders if there's a connection. We can earn a commission on purchases
using our links. Additional information. More.
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